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PREFACE 

 

From the past few years, many MBA entrance exams have shown a trend towards 

questioning a student’s general knowledge and awareness. Even if some entrance exams 

do not contain GK questions directly, the challenging rounds of Group Discussion and 

Personal Interviews also grill a candidate on his/her knowledge of current affairs and 

other useful trivia. 

To ace the tests and the GDPI rounds, it is imperative for a student to be well read and 

updated with the events and issues shaping the world around. 

We, at TestFunda.com, conduct Online Quizzes that help broaden your awareness. These 

fun quizzes are an entertaining way of updating your GK and trivia. The quizzes in this 

book are designed to give students a wealth of information. 

We are sure that our readers will benefit greatly from these books. They shall provide a 

high-quality cerebral recreation as well as a break from rigorous hours of study. 
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Online Quiz # 60 (06-Nov-09) 

Q1. A term used for a natural building material that is made from sand, clay, and water along 
with some kind of fibrous or organic material is also the name of an American software 
company that creates multimedia and creativity software products. Identify the company. 

Q2. The game in the picture is a predecessor of the game that the man in the second picture is 
the current World Champion in. Identify the game in the picture. 

 

 

Q3. The brothers in the picture are attributed with inventing one of the most popular inventions 
of all time. Identify them. 
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Q4. What's the full form of the name of this invention? 

 

Q5. Identify the technique depicted in the picture. Also, identify the one who invented this 
technique. 

 

Q6. Identify the man in the picture. (Full name expected) 
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Q7. The three scientists in the picture are known for inventing one of the most important 
inventions of the century that revolutionised the field of electronics. Identify them. Also state 
what they had invented. 

 

 Q8. The man in the picture is known for an invention that caused two massive devastations 
during World War II. Identify him. (Full name expected) 

 

Q9. The inventor of the what is depicted in the picture also has an award named after him. 
Identify him. 

 

Q10. The man in the picture was among the most noted scientists of all time. Identify him. 
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Hint: 

 

Q11. She discovered two radioactive elements. Identify them. 

 

Q12. Identify this useful invention. Also, identify the inventor. 
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Q13. Name the scientists who proposed the structure of this molecule. (Full names expected.) 

 

Q14. This Nobel Prize winner has a crater named after him on the moon and on mars. He shared 
his Nobel Prize with 2 other scientists who incidentally were married to each other. Identify 
him. 

 

Q15. What is this tiny device called? 

 

Q16. A certain polymer was invented accidentally while trying to make a new CFC refrigerant. 
Identify its brand name. 
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Q17. Identify the inventor of this machine. 

 

Q18. Identify this man whose invention is used by "idiots". 

 

Q19. Identify the man who invented this. 

 

Q20. Identify the man who created the object shown mending the heart in the picture. 

 

 
 
View the solutions of this quiz. 
 
Discuss the quiz with TestFunda users. 
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Online Quiz #62 (20-Nov-09) 

Q1. He bears the weight of the heavens on his shoulders for a crime he committed. Identify him. 

 

 Q2. Identify this mascot. Also identify what he is a mascot for. (Original Full name expected.) 

 

 Q3. Identify the logo. (P.S. This logo was used until 2007.) 

 

 Q4. Identify this mascot. Also identify what he is a mascot for. 
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Q5. A certain website asks you: Identify the website. 

 

Identify the website. 

 Q6. Identify the game and its developers. 

 

 Q7. A certain computer virus welcomed people to the dungeon and also supplied the name, 
address and telephone numbers of its creators. Name the virus. 

 Q8. Identify the man in the picture.  

 

 Q9. Identify the man in the picture. 
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Q10. Identify the logo. 

 

 Q11. Identify this cartoon character. (Full name also expected.) 

 

 Q12. Identify this logo. 

 

 Q13. Identify the brand associated with this product. 

 

 Q14. Identify the brand using this logo. 
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Q15. Identify the logo. 

 

Q16. Identify the brand. 

 

  

Q17. Identify the multinational company that owns these brands

 

Q18. Identify the product being advertised. Also mention the tagline used in the advertisement. 
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Q19. Identify the movie. 

 

  

Q20. Who was the original music composer whose composition was was used in the Titan 
theme song? 

 
 
 
View the solutions of this quiz. 

Discuss  the quiz with TestFunda users 
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Online Quiz #64 (11-Dec-09) 

Q1. A certain King's sword was associated with the rightful sovereignty of Great Britain. Identify 
the sword and the King. 

Q2. A highly sought after object that was brought to Britain by Joseph of Arimathea is being 
searched from centuries. Identify the object. 

Q3. A certain professor during an interview for a job was said to have made a prophecy. An 
excerpt from the prophecy was "Neither can live while the other survives". Identify the 
professor. (Both first name and last name expected.) 

Q4. Identify this highly feared "monster" supposedly found in the Scottish Highlands. 

 

Q5. A legendary island in the Atlantic sea was believed to be Poseidon's domain where he built a 
castle for his mortal wife, who later bore 5 sets of twin boys who rules the island. Name the 
island. 

Q6. A large jar carried by a "first woman" unleashed many terrible things on mankind like ills, 
toils and sickness and hope. Identify the jar and the woman associated with it. 

Q7. A certain King wanted to kill Jesus Christ before he was born as he had assumed Jesus 
would be a rival to his throne. Name him. 

Q8. As Legend would say it, the "Lamb" will return to earth and defeat the "Beast" in a certain 
battle associated with the end time prophecies of the Abrahamic religions. Identify the site of 
this battle. 

Q9. As legend has it, Lord Vishnu turned a certain King's son into a little star and placed him 
high in the sky, above the world, and away from all jealousy and evil as he was impressed with 
the strength of his meditation. Seven sages, who had protected the boy as he prayed were 
turned into seven bright stars and placed protectively around the little star. Astrologically 
speaking, identify the Star and the Constellation so formed. 

Q10. Name the pit that is used by the Greek Gods as a dungeon of torment and suffering. P.S. 
Zeus sliced his father Cronos and scattered his remains in this pit. 
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Q11. In the Mahabharata, a girl was rejected for marriage by a man due to his oath of lifelong 
celibacy and was reborn and raised as a son. She ultimately helped Arjuna deal a death blow to 
the same man who had rejected her and was virtually invincible until then. Identify her and the 
man. 

Q12. Name the King who asked his sister to kill his son while sitting in a pyre as his son 
worshipped Lord Vishnu. Identify him. 

Q13. Identify the man in the picture. 

 

Q14. A certain dragon guards the tree that was gifted to Hera for her wedding with Zeus. That 
tree bears apples of immortality. Name the Dragon. 

Q15. A certain shield was gifted to Zeus by Athena bore the likeness of a certain Gorgon on it. 
Identify it. 

Q16. Identify this one-eyed son of Greek God Poseidon. What kind of creature is he? 

 

Q17. A certain stone has been highly sought after for centuries for its mystical powers of 
converting any metal it touches to gold. It is also believed to have powers to produce the elixir 
of life too. Identify the stone. 

Q18. A certain Titan was punished for a theft by having his liver (that keeps regenerating itself) 
eaten by an eagle. Who was he and what had he stolen?  
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Q19. According to mythology, certain women decided who would die in battle and would bring 
the afterlife of the one they chose to a hall of the slain. What were these women known as? 

Q20. Name the mythical Himalayan utopia, isolated from the rest of the world, believed to 
lengthen the average life span of a person and slow down the process of aging. 

Q21. Santa Claus found him as a solution to his problem of finding chimneys in the night. 
Identify him. 

 
View the solutions of this quiz. 

Discuss the quiz with TestFunda users 
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Online Quiz #66 (04-Jan-10) 

Q1. The company in picture 1 provides networking and market support to three companies, two 
of which have been displayed in the picture. Name the third. 

 

 Q2. What brand name do Sistema tele and Shyam Teleservices operate under? 

 Q3. A new handset company gives its users a chance to live their lives. Identify it. 

 Q4. The two companies in the picture have a tie up to service the worlds 1st android 2.1 
smartphone. Name the company that's providing the hardware. 

 

 Q5. A certain networking facility was supposed to be launched on Dec. 31, 2009 but hs now 
been postponed by 3 months. What facility was it? (Full form expected) 

 Q6. The company in the picture has started services in Kenya. What is the brand name that it is 
operating under? 

 

 Q7. The company represented by the logo is a joint venture between 2 companies. One of them 
is Sindya Securities & Investments Private Limited. Name the other. (Full name expected.) 
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 Q8. A new Pied Piper in town claims to be here to eradicate “telecom irritants”. Identify him 
and the brand he represents. 

 Q9. Identify the product being advertised in this advertisement. (Full name required) 

 

 Q10. Name the Illinois-based GIS data provider and provider for the base electronic navigable 
maps that is wholly-owned by Nokia. 

 Q11. Identify the logo. 

 

 Q12. A certain prancing horse of F1 fame also makes luxury mobile phones. Identify it. 

Q13. Identify the logo. Also name the company that owns it. 

 

 Q14. The global network of innovation now also connects people. Name the companies in the 
joint venture. 

Q15. Identify the man in the picture. 
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 Q16. Name the company that has a stake of almost one third in Airtel. 

 Q17. The company in the picture uses 2 Service Providers in India as their carriers for 
international wireless. One is Airtel. Name the other. 

 

Q18. Identify the product being advertised. Also name the brand. 

 

Q19. The human network breaks barriers to help people express themselves. Name the telecom 
companies in the joint venture. 

Q20. A certain Barbie Doll pipped Priyanka Chopra to become brand ambassador for the 
company represented by the logo in the image. Identify her. 

 

 

View the solutions of this quiz. 

Discuss  the quiz with TestFunda users 
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Online Quiz #68 (15-Jan-10) 

Q1. The man in the picture shines in the splendid sun while flying a kite. Identify him. 

 

Q2. The last book of his trilogy got 11 oscars when made into a movie. Identify him and Name 
the Trilogy. 

 

Q3. Name the author of this book. Mention his full real name not his pen name. 

 

 Q4. Each chapter of this author's books has a thrilling "deception point" from codes in a cryptex 
to angels and demons. Identify him. 
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Q5. She was the namesake in the movie. Name the author of the book. 

 

 Q6. This Australian backpacker/drug peddler was fondly and frustatingly called the " silent 
man " by the Mumbai police. Name this Bestseller. 

Q7. "She shines brightly from twilight to the breaking dawn". Name this author. 

Q8. This writer of Russian tales was one of the greatest thinkers and social activists of his time. 
Identify him. 

 

 Q9. This Bong activist won a Man booker prize for her 1st ever published book. Name her. 

Q10. Vikram Seth takes us through a more than 1000 page journey as a mother looks for the 
perfect groom. Name the book. 

Q11. This Khushwant Singh classic describes the events that end in the final journey of a woman 
torn between her love and her new nation. Identify it. 

Q12. These memoirs of a 14 year old are one of most famous accounts of World War II and have 
aptly earned themselves the status of a classic. Identify. 

Q13. This book got cult status due to the beautiful portrayal of one of the most quoted 
characters - Scarlet O'Hara. Identify.  

Q14. This recent Jude Law starrer is one of the most widely read detective novels of all times. 
Identify. 
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Q15. This master of fiction has laid the best plans from the falling sky to the other side of 
midnight. Identify him. 

Q16. This Mario Puzo novel attained cult status after the acclaimed performances by Marlon 
Brando and AlPacino in a movie by the same name. Identify it. 

Q17. A broke Polish migrant and a Boston blue blooded millionaire both leave behind a legacy 
of wealth and fame in this bestseller by Jeffery Archer. Identify it. 

Q18. This book by Ayn Rand revolutionised the debate between what was morally and socially 
correct and what were the ideals of a radical perfectionist mind.Identify it. 

Q19. This white tiger egded out the competition to win another debut Booker for India. Name 
the author. 

Q20. This author was recently dragged into a plagiarism battle and people were left wondering 
who the idiot actually was. Name the book that was the centre of this controversy. 

Q21. This child of midnight has a fatwa against him for penning his thoughts about radical 
Islam. Identify him. 

 
 
 
View the solutions of this quiz. 

Discuss the quiz with TestFunda users 
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Online Quiz #70 (29-Jan-10) 
 
Q1. Name the person who founded the Home Rule League in India. 
 
Q2. In the famous trio - Lal, Bal, Pal - who was Pal? (Full name expected.) 
 
 Q3. Which British was elemental in the formation of the Indian National Congress? (Full name 
expected.) 
 
 Q4. He was the Republic Day chief guest this year. Identify him.To which country did he belong? 
 
 Q5. How many Gun Salutes are presented to the President on Republic Day? 
 
 Q6. what did the Param Vir Chakra replace when India became a Republic? 
 
 Q7. The Republic Day Parade in the capital takes the same route every year. Where does it 
begin and end? 
 
 Q8. Which film had the subtitle 'Once upon a time in India'? 
 
 Q9. The NASA Wallops Flight Facility has a painting featuring an Indian ruler for his pioneering 
use of rockets in warfare. Which ruler are we talking about? 
 
 Q10. A certain South Indian actor was awarded a national award for essaying the role of Dr. 
Baba Saheb Ambedkar. Identify him. 
 
 Q11. Two newspapers had been started by Lokmanya Tilak for the Indians during the freedom 
struggle? One was The Maratha. Name the other. 
 
 Q12. Where in India is the largest flag flown? 
 
 Q13. Who was the president of the Constituent Assembly that held the 'Independence 
Meeting'? 
 
 Q14. Which state was divided into Maharashtra and Gujarat in 1960? 
 
 Q15. What was the original name of Rashtrapati Bhawan? 
 
 Q16. Which is the last tune played before the Retreat during the 'beating the retreat' ceremony 
during the Republic Day? 
 
 Q17. He was the Speaker of the Lok Sabha before he became the President of India. Identify 
him. (Full name expected.) 
 
 Q18. Who was the first woman minister of Independent India? (Full name expected.) 
 
 Q19. Name the last Governor General of Independent India?  

 Q20. The first stanza of Tagore's 'Janagana Maana' has been selected as India's national 
anthem. How many stanzas are there in the original song? 

View the solutions of this quiz. Discuss the quiz with TestFunda users 
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Online Quiz #72 (12-Feb-10) 

Q1. The Capulets and the Montagues belong to which highly celebrated play? 

Q2. Identify this celebrated author. Name the book he is best known for. 

 

Q3. Who is known as "Mother of the American Valentine's Day card"? 

Q4. Identify this couple on the stamp. 

 

Q5. Which fruit is also known as the love apple? 

Q6. One of these phrases is making its debut in the 2010 version of the Sweethearts candy 
hearts. Identify it. 

 

Q7. Mr. X is very quick to show his feelings. So, according to a popular phrase, where does he 
wear his heart? 

Q8. Who said, 'Gravitation cannot be held responsible for people falling in love.'? 

Q9. A highly celebrated Bollywood couple first met at a traffic signal. Identify. 

Q10. Who are Cupid's parents? 
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Q11. In the United Kingdom, there were fables of a certain 'Jack' Valentine. What did he do on 
Valentine's Day? 

Q12. Love is usually associated with the heart. In Shakespeare’s time, in what other organ did 
love reside? 

Q13. It was believed that the vein of love coursed through the fourth finger of the left hand 
directly to the heart. Thus began a custom of wearing a wedding band on this finger. To which 
ancient kingdom is this custom attributed? 

Q14. Which 2 American states were admitted to the Union on Feb. 14? 

Q15. In early nineteenth-century Britain, a new type of valentine became trendy. Nicknamed the 
“vinegar valentine”, it was characterized by a particular type of message. What type? 

Q16. Who said this? 

 

Q17. On february 14, people in the country where grapes have been made into wine for the past 
3,000 years celebrate Trifon Zarazan, a centuries-old observance of the cult of Dionysius, the 
God of Wine and Merriment. What is the name of this country? 

Q18. On the morning of Feb. 14, 1929 Al Capone arranged for members of rival "Bugs" Moran's 
gang to be eliminated. Overall, seven men were killed including five from Moran's gang. Two of 
the shooters were apparently dressed as Chicago police officers. Identify this event. 

 Q19. In this country in norther Europe, citizens celebrate "Friends Day" on Feb 14. It's not just 
a day for romance-it's also a day when close friends send cards and gifts to each other. name 
this country. 

Q20. Identify this movie. 

 

View the solutions of this quiz. 

Discuss the quiz with TestFunda users 
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Online Quiz #74 (26-Feb-10) 

Q1. Who is known as "The Flying Sikh"? 

Q2. What is the term used for the object indicated in the picture?  

 

 Q3. How many times has Lance Armstrong won the Tour de France? 

Q4. A certain tennis star was fined $10,500 dollars for an oncourt outburst during US Open 
Tennis Championship in 2009. Identify this sportsperson. 

Q5. Which Indian bowler took a hattrick in the first over of a Test Match versus Pakistan? 

Q6. The game of Polo originated in a certain Indian state. Identify it. 

Q7. Which racing school did Narain Karthikeyan attend in France? 

Q8. Which Football club does "The Gunners" refer to? 

Q9. Before Cassius Clay changed his name, what was his middle name? 

Q10. In cricket, if the ball hits a helmet left on the ground by the fielding team, how many runs 
are awarded to the batting side? 

Q11. What is the best-selling commercial board game in the world? 

Q12. If an umpire in cricket crosses his arms across his body with his hands pointing 
downwards, what is being signalled? 

Q13. How many straight lines are there on a football pitch? 

Q14. In 1948, a certain batsman got out for a duck in his last cricket Test match. If he had scored 
four runs, he would have had a batting average of 100. Identify him. 

Q15. In tennis, what is the woman's equivalent of the Davis Cup? 

Q16. Name the family that owns the American wrestling federation, the WWE. 

Q17. What was the name of the movie Bruce Lee was working on when he died? 
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Q18. By what name do we know Edson Arantes do Nascimento? 

Q19. In chess, which piece must always stay on the same colour squares? 

Q20. ViKtor Krum is a name associated with which fictional game? 

 
 
 
View the solutions of this quiz. 

Discuss the quiz with TestFunda users 
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Online Quiz #76 (12-Mar-10) 

Q1. She was the first ever Ladies’ Singles title winner at Wimbledon. Identify her. 

 

Q2. Who was the first lady to conquer Mt. Everest? 

Q3. She completed the Grand Slam (winning the Austrlian Open, French Open, Wimbledon and 
US Open in the same calendar year), only the third woman in tennis history to do so, and won 
the Olympic Gold medal too in the same year. Who is she? 

Q4. 'Hercule Poirot' and 'Miss Marple' were characters created by which author? 

Q5. Who was the first Indian woman President of the United Nations General Assembly?  

Q6. What was the first country that granted women the right to vote? 

Q7. As the queen of Egypt, she enchanted the likes of Julius Caesar and Mark Antony, and her life 
has been performed as plays and movies and written in novels (albeit often highly fictionalized). 
Who is possibly the most famous femme fatale of them all?  

Q8. Who was the first woman Governor of Independent India? 

Q9. She was exotic, mysterious, beautiful, and a spy. Her real name was Margaretha Geertruida 
Zelle Macleod. What was she famous (or notorious) as? 

Q10. Diana is which Greek God's Roman name? 

Q11. She ruled over Britain for over 60 years. Who was she?  

Q12. Who was Julius Caesar’s wife at the time of his death? 

Q13. Who was notorious for cutting Samson’s hair, in which his strength lay? 

 Q14. Marie Grasholtz’s exhibition has become a landmark in London. What is she better known 
as? 

Q15. Although blind, deaf and dumb, she graduated from college and achieved high distinction 
as a writer and scholar. Who was she? 
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Q16. Her face apparently “launched a thousand ships”. Who was she?  

Q17. Name the first aviatrix to fly solo across the Atlantic Ocean. 

Q18. This woman's rights activist's book is considered the first major feminist work in the 
United States. Identify her. 

Q19. If IWD is celebrated in March, when is International Men's Day celebrated? 

Q20. The lady in the picture was famous for a certain character which won 2 Emmy awards. 
Identify her and the character she essayed. 

 

 
 
 
View the solutions of this quiz. 

Discuss the quiz with TestFunda users 
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Online Quiz #78 (29-Mar-10) 

Q1. Which US City was called New Amsterdam? 

Q2. What is the North Star's real name? 

Q3. Where was the first share market in India established. 

Q4. Who, according to the Bible, was immaculately conceived? 

Q5. When a star is in the main sequence, its core converts hydrogen to helium. When a star is 
already a red giant, its core converts helium to what element?  

Q6. What was the blood that flowed through the veins of the Greek Gods called? 

Q7.Identify the game.  

 

Q8. What country's capital is Nairobi? 

Q9. "In a time of ancient gods, warlords, and kings, a land in turmoil cried out for a hero." 
Identify the hero. Hint: The show won the 'Primetime Emmy Award for Outstanding Music 
Composition for a Series'.  

Q10. What brilliant London-based detective, famous for his intellectual prowess and his skillful 
use of "deductive reasoning" was created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle?  

Q11. What country's capital is Bucharest?  

Q12. When young Walter Coleman (Haley Joel Osment) is all but abandoned by his mother and 
left with his two eccentric uncles, the last thing he expects is to make friends with a "used" lion, 
retired from the circus. What 2003 movie with Jasmine the lion does this describe?  

Q13. Who was the first Indian to hit a test double century?  

Q14. Emperor, King, Galapagos and Adelie are species of which creature?  

Q15. Name the first so-called high-level programming language.  

Q16. Which Vedic religious rite takes its name from Sanskrit for "horse sacrifice"?  
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Q17. What is the first hour of every sitting of the Lok Sabha called?  

Q18. What is the full form of NASA?  

Q19. which is the largest organ of our body?  

Q20. Who designed the national flag of India?  

 
 
 
View the solutions of this quiz. 

Discuss the quiz with TestFunda users 
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Solutions of Online Quiz #60 

Answer 01: Atlas - The Titan. During the war of the TITANS, ATLAS stormed Olympus and 
threatened the Gods. And as punishment for this war crime, ZEUS sentenced him to hold up the 
heavens and bear their weight on his shoulders forever.  

Answer 02: Rich Uncle Pennybags. Rich Uncle Pennybags is the rotund old man in a top hat 
who serves as the mascot of the game Monopoly. Rich Uncle Pennybags was rechristened Mr. 
Monopoly (the nickname by which he was already popularly known) in a Hasbro marketing 
effort in 1999. He also appears in the related games Advance to Boardwalk, Free Parking, Don't 
Go To Jail, Monopoly City, and Monopoly Junior. 

Answer 03: Reader's Digest. 

Reader's Digest is a monthly general-interest family magazine co-founded in 1922 by Lila Bell 
Wallace and DeWitt Wallace, and based in Chappaqua, New York, United States of America.  

Answer 04: Tux. Tux is a penguin character, the official mascot of the Linux kernel. 

Answer 05: Twitter. 

Answer 06: Mafia Wars is a multiplayer browser game created by Zynga. As of June 2009, the 
game has more than 5 million users. It has won the Webby award for People's Voice Winner. 

Zynga is a video game developer located in San Francisco, California, United States. They 
develop browser-based casual video games that work both stand-alone and as application 
widgets on social networking websites such as Facebook and MySpace. 

Answer 07: Brain. 

Answer 08: Steven Anthony Ballmer (born Detroit, Michigan March 24, 1956) is an American 
businessman who has been the chief executive officer of Microsoft Corporation since January 
2000. 

Answer 09: Dan Brown. 

Dan Brown (born June 22, 1964) is an American author of thriller fiction, best known for the 
2003 bestselling novel, The Da Vinci Code. Brown's novels, which are treasure hunts set in a 24-
hour time period, feature the recurring themes of cryptography, keys, symbols, codes, and 
conspiracy theories. 

Answer 10: Britannica. 

Answer 11: Bamm-Bamm Rubble. 

Answer 12: Microsoft Visual Studio. 

Answer 13: Nestle. 

Answer 14: Reid & Taylor. 
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Answer 15: Samsonite. 

Answer 16: Lacoste. 

Answer 17:  PepsiCO. 

PepsiCo, Incorporated is a Fortune 500, American multinational corporation headquartered in 
Purchase, NY with interests in manufacturing and marketing a wide variety of carbonated and 
non-carbonated beverages, as well as salty, sweet and grain-based snacks, and other foods. 
Besides the Pepsi-Cola brands, the company owns the brands Quaker Oats, Gatorade, Frito-Lay, 
SoBe, Naked, Tropicana, Copella, Mountain Dew, Mirinda and 7-Up (outside the USA). 

Answer 18: Mentos - Dimag ki batti jalao. 

Answer 19: Sound of Music. 

Answer 20: Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. The Titan theme song was part of Mozart's Symphony 
No. 25 in G minor.  
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Solutions of Online Quiz #62 
 
Answer 01: Kurt Cobain. 
Kurt Donald Cobain (February 20, 1967 – c. April 5, 1994) was an American musician, best 
known as the lead singer, guitarist and songwriter of grunge band Nirvana. 
Answer 02: Elvis Presley 
In the pictures : Jailhouse and Rock 

Jailhouse Rock is an American motion picture directed by Richard Thorpe, released by MGM on 
October 17, 1957 starring Elvis Presley. 

Answer 03: Hard rock Cafe. 
Hard Rock Cafe is a chain of bar-restaurants founded in 1971 by Americans Isaac Tigrett and 
Peter Morton. The first Hard Rock Cafe opened near Hyde Park Corner in London. In 1979 the 
cafe started covering its walls with rock 'n' roll ephemera, a tradition now extended to the other 
establishments of the chain. The company was sold to the Seminole Tribe of Florida in 2006. 
There are currently over 140 Hard Rock Cafes in over 36 countries. 

Answer 04: Yoko Ono Lennon, (born February 18, 1933), is a Japanese-American artist and 
musician. She is known for her work as an avant-garde artist and musician and her marriage to 
John Lennon. She was also held by many as the cause for the breaking-up of the beatles. 

Answer 05: Sir Elton John performed the new version of Candle in the Wind - Goodbye 
England's Rose at the funeral for Princess Diana on September 6, 1997 in Westminster Abbey. 
Elton John through Bernie Taupin's new lyrics was able to poignantly express the grief that the 
world was experiencing. Due to time limits before the scheduled funeral, the song composers 
decided to re-write the lyrics to the song, "Candle in the Wind" a 1973 song originally written as 
a tribute to Marilyn Monroe. 

Answer 06: John Cena. 

John Felix Anthony Cena (born April 23, 1977) is an American actor, hip hop musician, and 
professional wrestler currently employed by World Wrestling Entertainment (WWE) on its Raw 
brand. 

Answer 07: Slipknot 

Slipknot is an American heavy metal band from Des Moines, Iowa, formed in 1995. Slipknot 
consists of nine members, the current band members are Sid Wilson, Joey Jordison, Paul Gray, 
Chris Fehn, Jim Root, Craig Jones, Shawn Crahan, Mick Thomson, and Corey Taylor. Each 
member of the band wears a unique mask. 

Slipknot formed in 1995 and underwent several line-up changes following the independent 
release of their first demo Mate. Feed. Kill. Repeat. in 1996. That album featured original lead 
vocalist, Anders Colsefini. Their self-titled, major label debut, Slipknot, was released in 1999, 
featuring permanent new lead vocalist, Corey Taylor, and was followed by Iowa in 2001 and Vol. 
3: (The Subliminal Verses) in 2004. On August 25, 2008, the band returned to release their 
fourth studio album, All Hope Is Gone, which debuted at the top spot on the Billboard 200 
charts. The band has released three DVDs, including Disasterpieces, which was certified 
quadruple-platinum in the United States. 
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Answer 08: Michael Jackson 
Michael Joseph Jackson (August 29, 1958 – June 25, 2009) was an American recording artist, 
entertainer and businessman. The seventh child of the Jackson family, he made his debut as an 
entertainer in 1968 as a member of The Jackson 5. He then began a solo career in 1971 while 
still a member of the group and was referred to as the "King of Pop" in subsequent years. 
Jackson's 1982 album Thriller remains the world's best-selling album of all time, and four of his 
other solo studio albums are among the world's best-selling records: Off the Wall (1979), Bad 
(1987), Dangerous (1991) and HIStory (1995). 

Neverland Valley Ranch (formerly the Sycamore Valley Ranch) is a developed property in Santa 
Barbara County, California, most famous for being a former home of American entertainer 
Michael Jackson, during 1988-2005. It is named after Neverland, the fantasy island in the story 
of Peter Pan, who never grows up. The ranch is located about five miles (8 km) north of 
unincorporated Los Olivos, and about eight miles (13 km) north of the town of Santa Ynez. The 
property covers an area of over 2,800 acres (11 km^2). On November 10, 2008, Jackson 
transferred the title to Sycamore Valley Ranch Company, LLC. The area surrounding Neverland 
previously consisted of working ranches. Today, the area is made up of vineyards. 

 
Answer 09: Rock On!! is a Bollywood film starring Arjun Rampal and debutantes Farhan Akhtar 
and Prachi Desai in the lead roles, along with Luke Kenny, Purab Kohli, Koel Purie, Shahana 
Goswami and Nicolette Bird. It released on August 29, 2008. It was written and directed by 
Abhishek Kapoor and produced by Farhan Akhtar and Riteish Sidhwani.  
 
Answer 10: Bob Marley 
Hon. Robert "Bob" Nesta Marley OM (February 6, 1945 – May 11, 1981) was a Jamaican singer-
songwriter and musician. He was the lead singer, songwriter and guitarist for the ska, 
rocksteady and reggae bands The Wailers (1964 – 1974) and Bob Marley & the Wailers (1974 – 
1981). Marley remains the most widely known and revered performer of reggae music, and is 
credited for helping spread both Jamaican music and the Rastafari movement, (of which he was 
a committed member), to a worldwide audience. 
 
Answer 11: Ludwig van Beethoven; baptised 17 December 1770 – 26 March 1827) was a 
German composer and pianist. He was an important figure in the transitional period between 
the Classical and Romantic eras in Western classical music, and remains one of the most 
acclaimed and influential of all composers. 

Born in Bonn, which was then in the Electorate of Cologne in western Germany, he moved to 
Vienna in his early twenties and settled there, studying with Joseph Haydn and quickly gaining a 
reputation as a virtuoso pianist. His hearing began to deteriorate in the late 1790s, yet he 
continued to compose, and to conduct and perform, even after he was completely deaf. 
 
Answer 12: The Beach Boys. (TV show Full House) 
The Beach Boys are an American rock band. Formed in 1961, the group gained popularity for its 
close vocal harmonies and lyrics reflecting a Southern California youth culture of cars and 
surfing. Brian Wilson's growing creative ambitions later transformed them into a more 
artistically innovative group that earned critical praise and influenced many later musicians. 
 
Answer 13: Smelly Cat by Phoebe Buffay. 
 
Answer 14: Louis Daniel Armstrong (August 4, 1901 – July 6, 1971), nicknamed Satchmo or 
Pops, was an American jazz trumpeter and singer. 

Coming to prominence in the 1920s as an innovative cornet and trumpet player, Armstrong was 
a foundational influence on jazz, shifting the music's focus from collective improvisation to solo 
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performers. With his distinctive gravelly voice, Armstrong was also an influential singer, 
demonstrating great dexterity as an improviser, bending the lyrics and melody of a song for 
expressive purposes. He was also greatly skilled at scat singing, or wordless vocalizing. 
 
Answer 15: Moulin Rouge! 
Moulin Rouge! is a 2001 Australian/American/British musical-romantic dramedy film by Baz 
Luhrmann, director of William Shakespeare's Romeo + Juliet, based loosely on the Giuseppe 
Verdi opera La traviata. It tells the story of a young British poet/writer, Christian (Ewan 
McGregor), who falls in love with the star of the Moulin Rouge, cabaret actress and courtesan 
Satine (Nicole Kidman). It uses the musical setting of the Montmartre Quarter of Paris, France. 
The film was nominated for eight Oscars, including Best Picture, and won two: for art direction 
and costume design. It was the first musical nominated for best picture in 22 years. It was shot 
at Fox Studios in Sydney, Australia. 
 
Answer 16: Resul Pookutty (born 1971) is an Academy Award and BAFTA Award winning 
Indian film sound designer, sound editor and mixer. He won the Academy Award for Best Sound 
Mixing for the film Slumdog Millionaire. 
 
Answer 17: Kattassery Joseph Yesudas or Jesudas, born January 10, 1940, is an Indian classical 
musician and a playback singer. Yesudas sings Indian classical music, devotional and popular 
songs. He has recorded more than 40,000 songs in many languages including Malayalam, Tamil, 
Hindi, Kannada, Telugu, Bengali, Gujarati, Oriya, Marathi, Punjabi, Sanskrit, Tulu, Russian, 
Arabic, Latin and English through his long career. He has been singing for most Indian languages 
except Assamese and Kashmiri. 
 
Answer 18: Pink Floyd 
Pink Floyd are an English rock band who initially earned recognition for their psychedelic and 
space rock music, and later, as they evolved, for their progressive rock music. Pink Floyd are 
known for philosophical lyrics, sonic experimentation, innovative album cover art, and 
elaborate live shows. One of rock music's most successful acts, the group have sold over 200 
million albums worldwide including 74.5 million certified units in the United States.[4] Pink 
Floyd influenced progressive rock artists of the 1970s such as Genesis and Yes, as well as 
contemporary artists such as Nine Inch Nails and Dream Theater. 
 
Answer 19: Bellagio is a luxury hotel and casino located on the Las Vegas Strip in the Paradise 
area of unincorporated Clark County, Nevada, USA. It is owned by MGM Mirage and was built on 
the site of the demolished Dunes hotel and casino. 
Inspired by the Lake Como resort of Bellagio in Italy, Bellagio is famed for its elegance. One of its 
most notable features is an 8-acre (32,000 m^2) artificial lake between the building and the 
Strip, which houses the Fountains of Bellagio, a large dancing water fountain synchronized to 
music. 

Inside Bellagio, Dale Chihuly's Fiori di Como, composed of over 2,000 hand-blown glass flowers, 
covers 2,000 sq ft (190 m^2) of the lobby ceiling. Bellagio is home to Cirque du Soleil's aquatic 
production "O". 
 
Answer 20: Both, Anoushka Shankar and Norah Jones, are daughters of Pandit Ravi Shankar. 
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Solutions of Online Quiz #64 

Answer 01: Excalibur is the legendary sword of King Arthur, sometimes attributed with 
magical powers or associated with the rightful sovereignty of Great Britain. Sometimes 
Excalibur and the Sword in the Stone (the proof of Arthur's lineage) are said to be the same 
weapon, but in most versions they are considered separate. The sword was associated with the 
Arthurian legend very early. In Welsh, the sword is called Caledfwlch. 

Answer 02: The Holy Grail is a sacred object figuring into literature and certain Christian 
traditions, most often identified with the dish, plate, or cup used by Jesus at the Last Supper and 
said to possess miraculous powers. The connection of Joseph of Arimathea with the Grail legend 
dates from Robert de Boron's Joseph d'Arimathie (late 12th century) in which Joseph receives 
the Grail from an apparition of Jesus and sends it with his followers to Great Britain; building 
upon this theme, later writers recounted how Joseph used the Grail to catch Christ's blood while 
interring him and that in Britain he founded a line of guardians to keep it safe. The quest for the 
Holy Grail makes up an important segment of the Arthurian cycle, appearing first in works by 
Chrétien de Troyes. The legend may combine Christian lore with a Celtic myth of a cauldron 
endowed with special powers. 

The development of the Grail legend has been traced in detail by cultural historians: It is a 
legend which first came together in the form of written romances, deriving perhaps from some 
pre-Christian folklore hints, in the later 12th and early 13th centuries. The early Grail romances 
centered on Percival and were woven into the more general Arthurian fabric. Some of the Grail 
legend is interwoven with legends of the Holy Chalice. 

Answer 03: Professor Sybill Trelawney. 

 

Sybill Patricia Trelawney is the professor of Divination. She is the great-great-granddaughter of 
the celebrated Seer Cassandra Trelawney, and, in fact, has inherited some of her ancestor's 
talent. Trelawney is described as a slight woman draped in a large spangled shawl and many 
gaudy bangles and rings. She speaks in a misty voice and wears thick glasses, which cause her 
eyes to appear greatly magnified. 

Prior to the events of the Harry Potter books, Trelawney falls into a prophetic trance while in an 
interview with Dumbledore at the Hog's Head, making a prophecy about the birth of a wizard 
"with the power to vanquish" Lord Voldemort. 
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Answer 04: The Loch Ness Monster is a debated, mythical creature, most commonly speculated 
to be from a line of long-surviving plesiosaurs, that is reputed to inhabit Loch Ness in the 
Scottish Highlands. It is similar to other supposed lake monsters in Scotland and elsewhere, 
though its description varies from one account to the next. 

Answer 05: Atlantis. 

According to Solon's notes the history of Atlantis began at the beginning of time. It was then that 
the immortal gods divided the world among themselves and each ruled their proportion. The 
god Poseidon received Atlantis, an island larger the Libya and Asia combined. He chose for a 
wife the mortal woman Cleito, and with her begun the royal family of Atlantis. 

Poseidon built Cleito's home on a high hill at the very center of the island. The home overlooked 
a fertile plain bordered by the sea. For his beloved wife's protection Poseidon surrounded her 
house with five concentric rings of water and land. He carved the rings with the ease and skill of 
a god. He made hot and cold springs come from the earth. With the development of a future city 
his descendants never lacked for water. 

Cleito bore Poseidon ten sons, five sets of boys. Atlas the first son of the first set of twins, was 
made king over the vast territory by his father. His brothers were appointed princes and each 
ruled over a large section of the territory that was distributed to him. The most valuable section 
of the kingdom remained his mother's home on the hilltop and the land surrounding it. This was 
given to Atlas. Atlas himself had many sons with the succession of the throne always passing to 
the eldest son.  

Answer 06: Pandora's box - Pandora. 

In Greek mythology, Pandora was the first woman. As Hesiod related it, each god helped create 
her by giving her unique gifts. Zeus ordered Hephaestus to mould her out of Earth as part of the 
punishment of mankind for Prometheus' theft of the secret of fire, and all the gods joined in 
offering this "beautiful evil" seductive gifts. 

According to the myth, Pandora opened a jar (pithos), in modern accounts referred to as 
"Pandora's box", releasing all the evils of mankind— although the particular evils, aside from 
plagues and diseases, are not specified in detail by Hesiod — leaving only Hope inside once she 
had closed it again. She opened the jar out of simple curiosity and not as a malicious act. 

Answer 07: King Herod. 

The Herod family was the ruling dynasty in Israel at the time of Christ. The founder was 
Antipater, who died about 43 B.C., but his son, Herod the Great, born about 75 B.C., is much 
better known to Christians. He is the one who tried to have the infant Jesus Christ killed: "an 
angel of the Lord appeared to Joseph in a dream and said, "Rise, take the child and His mother 
[i.e. Mary], and flee to Egypt, and remain there till I tell you; for Herod is about to search for the 
child, to destroy Him." (Matthew 2:13 RSV) 
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Answer 08: Armageddon.  

Armageddon is the site of an epic battle associated with the end time prophecies of the 
Abrahamic religions. According to traditional Christian interpretations, the Messiah, the "Lamb", 
will return to earth and defeat the Antichrist, the "Beast", in the battle of Armageddon. Then 
Satan will be put into the bottomless pit or abyss for 1,000 years, known as the Millennial age. 
After being released from the abyss, Satan will gather Gog and Magog from the four corners of 
the earth.  

They will encamp surrounding the holy ones and the "beloved city". Fire will come down from 
God, out of heaven and devour Gog and Magog at Armageddon, and the Devil who deceived 
them is thrown into Gehenna (the lake of fire and brimstone) where the Beast and the False 
Prophet have been since just before the 1,000 years. 

Answer 09: The Pole Star and the Great Bear. 

Answer 10: Tartarus. 

In classic mythology, below Heaven, Earth, and Pontus is Tartarus, or Tartaros. It is a deep, 
gloomy place, a pit, or an abyss used as a dungeon of torment and suffering that resides beneath 
the underworld. In the Gorgias, Plato (c. 400 BC) wrote that souls were judged after death and 
those who received punishment were sent to Tartarus. As a place of punishment, it can be 
considered a hell. The classic Hades, on the other hand, is more similar to Old Testament Sheol. 
Like other primal entities (such as the earth and time), Tartarus is also a primordial force or 
deity. 

Answer 11: Amba who was reborn as Shikhandi and Bhishma.  

Answer 12: Hiranyakashyap. 

There was once a demon king by the name of Hiranyakashyap who won over the kingdom of 
earth. He was so egoistic that he commanded everybody in his kingdom to worship only him. 
But to his great disappointment, his son, Prahlad became an ardent devotee of Lord Naarayana 
and refused to worship his father. Hiranyakashyap tried several ways to kill his son Prahlad but 
Lord Vishnu saved him every time. Finally, he asked his sister, Holika to enter a blazing fire with 
Prahlad in her lap. For, Hiranyakashyap knew that Holika had a boon, whereby, she could enter 
the fire unscathed. 

Treacherously, Holika coaxed young Prahlad to sit in her lap and she herself took her seat in a 
blazing fire. The legend has it that Holika had to pay the price of her sinister desire by her life. 
Holika was not aware that the boon worked only when she entered the fire alone.Prahlad, who 
kept chanting the name of Lord Naarayana all this while, came out unharmed, as the lord 
blessed him for his extreme devotion. Thus, Holi derives its name from Holika. And, is 
celebrated as a festival of victory of good over evil.  
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Answer 13: Nostradamus. 

Michel de Nostredame (14 December or 21 December 1503 – 2 July 1566), usually Latinised to 
Nostradamus, was a French apothecary and reputed seer who published collections of 
prophecies that have since become famous worldwide. He is best known for his book Les 
Propheties ("The Prophecies"), the first edition of which appeared in 1555. Since the publication 
of this book, which has rarely been out of print since his death, Nostradamus has attracted a 
following that, along with the popular press, credits him with predicting many major world 
events. The prophecies have in some cases been assimilated to the results of applying the 
alleged Bible code, as well as to other purported prophetic works. 

Answer 14: Ladon.  

The Garden of the Hesperides was Hera's orchard in the east, where either a single tree or a 
grove of trees bearing immortality-giving golden apples grew. Hera placed in the garden a 
never-sleeping, hundred-headed, dragon, named Ladon, as an additional safeguard. The 
eleventh Labor of Hercules was to steal the golden apples from the garden. 

Answer 15: Aegis. It bore the likeness of Medusa on it. 

Answer 16: Polyphemus - Cyclops. Polyphemus, the gigantic one-eyed son of Poseidon and 
Thoosa, is a character in Greek mythology, one of the Cyclops. His name means "famous". 
Polyphemus plays a pivotal role in Homer's Odyssey. 

 

Answer 17: The Philosopher's Stone. 

The philosopher's stone is a legendary alchemical substance, supposedly capable of turning 
base metals, especially lead, into gold (chrysopoeia); it was also sometimes believed to be an 
elixir of life, useful for rejuvenation and possibly for achieving immortality. 

Answer 18: Prometheus. He was punished for stealing fire from Zeus and giving it to the 
mortals. 

Answer 19: Valkyries. 

In Norse mythology, a valkyrie (Old Norse valkyrja "chooser of the slain") is one of a host of 
female figures who decide who will die in battle. The valkyries bring their chosen to the afterlife 
hall of the slain, Valhalla, ruled over by the god Odin, where the deceased warriors become 
einherjar. There, when the einherjar are not preparing for the events of Ragnarök, the valkyries 
bear them mead. Valkyries also appear as lovers of heroes and other mortals, where they are 
sometimes described as the daughters of royalty, sometimes accompanied by ravens, and 
sometimes connected to swans. 
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Answer 20:  Shangri-La is a fictional place described in the 1933 novel Lost Horizon by British 
author James Hilton. In the book, "Shangri-La" is a mystical, harmonious valley, gently guided 
from a lamasery, enclosed in the western end of the Kunlun Mountains. Shangri-La has become 
synonymous with any earthly paradise but particularly a mythical Himalayan utopia — a 
permanently happy land, isolated from the outside world. In the novel Lost Horizon, the people 
who live at Shangri-La are almost immortal, living years beyond the normal lifespan and only 
very slowly aging in appearance. The word also evokes the imagery of exoticism of the Orient. In 
the ancient Tibetan scriptures, existence of 7 such places are mentioned as Nghe-Beyul 
Khimpalung. One of such places is mentioned to be situated somewhere in the Makalu-Barun 
region. 

Answer 21: Rudolph. 

The story was that of Rudolph, the only reindeer in the world with a big shiny red nose. 
Everybody used to tease and make fun of this poor creature and call him 'Rudolph, the red-
nosed reindeer', which embarrassed him greatly. Even his mother, father and sister were 
mortified by his presence near them, which deepened Rudolph's embarrassment and 
depression. He immersed himself in self-pity and felt quite lonely. However, on one Christmas 
eve, when Santa got his sleigh ready for his annual trip around the world with his team of eight 
handsomest and huskiest reindeers including Dasher, Dancer, Prancer, and Vixen and the entire 
reindeer community assembled there to cheer them, thich mist and fog engulfed the earth. 

Santa was wondering how could he distribute his toys now and how to find chimneys. Suddenly, 
his eyes fell on the glowing bright red nose of Rudolph and found a solution for his problem. He 
requested Rudolph to lead his sleigh, which he gladly did and was harnessed instantly. Rudolph 
guided Santa safely to every chimney that night despite all the rain, fog, snow and sleet. This 
brave act made Rudolph the most famous and beloved of all the reindeers and a great hero too. 
The very red nose, which was a shame to him, became his most prized possession and every 
buck and doe in the reindeer world. 
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Solutions of Online Quiz #66 

Answer 01: Virgin Mobile. Tata provides networking and market support to Docomo , Tata 
Indicom and Virgin Mobile. 

Answer 02: MTS. 

Answer 03: Karbonn. Tagline - Live your Life. 

Answer 04: Dell. AT & T and Google have a tie up to service the worlds 1st android 2.1 
smartphone. Dell is providing the hardware. 

Answer 05: Mobile Number Portability (MNP). 

Answer 06:  Yu. Essar has started services in Kenya under the brand name Yu. 

Answer 07: Maxis Communications Berhad of Malaysia. The Aircel group is a joint venture 
between Maxis Communications Berhad of Malaysia and Sindya Securities & Investments 
Private Limited, whose current shareholders are the Reddy family of Apollo Hospitals Group of 
India, with Maxis Communications holding a majority stake of 74%. 

Answer 08: Hrithik Roshan - Reliance Mobile.  

 

There’s a new Pied Piper in town. Long curly locks, face covered behind a beard, a flute on his 
lips, he is here to eradicate “telecom irritants” that niggle the phone user. Meet Hrithik Roshan, 
the brand ambassador of telecom operator Reliance Mobile, who in a television ad is seen 
playing the flute and enticing a pack of digitally created mice — the irritants — leap off a cliff, 
much like the fictional flautist. 

Answer 09: Nokia 6700 Classic. 

Answer 10: NAVTEQ is a Chicago, Illinois-based provider of Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS) data and is a dominant company in providing the base electronic navigable maps. The 
company is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Nokia but operates independently. 
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Answer 11: Symbian.  

Symbian Ltd. was a software development and licensing company, known for the Symbian OS, a 
smartphone operating system, and other related technologies. It was headquartered in 
Southwark, London, England, with additional offices in the United Kingdom, China, India, Japan, 
Korea, and the United States. 

Answer 12: Ferrari. 

Answer 13: Vertu - Nokia. 

Vertu is a British-based manufacturer and retailer of luxury mobile phones. The company is an 
independently run, wholly-owned subsidiary of the Finnish mobile phone manufacturer Nokia. 

Answer 14: Siemens and Nokia. The joint venture is called NokiaSiemens. 

Answer 15: TGP Nambiar (Chairman and founder of BPL group). 

Answer 16: SingTel (Singapore Telecom) has a 31 % stake in Airtel. 

Answer 17: Aircel. AT & T uses Aircel and Airtel as their carriers for international wireless in 
India. 

Answer 18: Samsung Corby. 

Answer 19: Cisco and Bharti Airtel have a tie up. 

Cisco - "The human network"  

Airtel - "barriers break when ppl talk". Also "express urself". 

Answer 20: Katrina Kaif.  
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Solutions of Online Quiz #68 

Answer 01: Khaled Hosseini. 

Answer 02: JRR Tolkien. Lord of the Rings.  

Answer 03: Charles Lutwidge Dodgson.  

Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, better known by the pseudonym Lewis Carroll, was an English 
author, mathematician, logician, anglican deacon and photographer. His most famous writings 
are Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and its sequel Through the Looking-Glass as well as the 
poems "The Hunting of the Snark" and "Jabberwocky", all examples of the genre of literary 
nonsense. 

Answer 04: Dan Brown. 

Answer 05: Jhumpa Lahiri. 

Answer 06: Shantaram. 

Answer 07: Stephanie Meyer. 

Answer 08: Leo Tolstoy. 

Answer 09: Arundhati Roy. 

Answer 10: A Suitable Boy. 

Answer 11: Train to Pakistan. 

Answer 12: The Diary of Anne Frank. 

Answer 13:  Gone with the wind. 

Answer 14: Sherlock Holmes. 

Answer 15: Sidney Sheldon. 

Answer 16: The Godfather. 

Answer 17: Kane And Abel. 

Answer 18: The Fountainhead. 

Answer 19: Aravind Adiga. 

Answer 20: Five Point Someone. 

Answer 21: Salman Rushdie. 
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Solutions of Online Quiz #70 

Answer 01: Dr. Annie Besant. 

Answer 02: Bipin Chandra Pal.  

Answer 03: Allan Octavian Hume.  

Answer 04: President Lee Myung bak from South Korea 

Answer 05: 21 gun salutes. 

Answer 06: Victoria Cross.  

Answer 07: It begins at Vijay Chowk and ends at the Red Fort. 

Answer 08: Lagaan. 

Answer 09: Tipu Sultan. 

Answer 10: Mammootty won the National Film Award for Best Actor for the role of Ambedkar, 
which he portrayed in this film. 

Answer 11: 'Kesari' 

Answer 12:The largest flag in India (6.3 by 4.2 metres (21 ft × 14 ft)) is flown by the 
government of Maharashtra atop the Mantralaya building, the state administrative 
headquarters. 

Answer 13: Rajendra Prasad. 

Answer 14: Bombay. 

Answer 15:The Vice Regal Lodge. 

Answer 16: The famous Christian Hymn composed by William H Monk, Abide With Me. The 
chimes made by the tubular bells, placed quite at a distance, creates a mesmerising ambience. 

Answer 17: N. Sanjeeva Reddy. 

Answer 18: Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit. 

Answer 19: CR Gopalachari. 

Answer 20: 5. 
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Solutions of Online Quiz #72 

Answer 01: Romeo and Juliet. 

Answer 02: Eric Segal - Love Story.  

Answer 03: Esther A Howland.  

Answer 04: Joachim Alva and Violet Alva - the First couple in Parliament. 

Answer 05: Tomato. 

Answer 06: Tweet Me. 

Answer 07: On his sleeve. 

Answer 08: Albert Einstein. 

Answer 09: Hrithik Roshan - Suzanne Khan. 

Answer 10: Venus and Mercury. 

Answer 11: In Norfolk, a character called 'Jack' Valentine knocks on the rear door of houses 
leaving sweets and presents for children. 
 
Answer 12:Liver. 
In As You Like It, Rosalind promises to cure the lovesick Oliver, saying that her ministering will 
wash his “liver as clean as a sound sheep’s heart, that there shall not be one spot of love in’t”. 
Babylonians and Greeks also thought of the liver as the seat of emotion. In some languages 
today, such as Burmese and Malay, one says one has “broken one’s liver”, not one’s heart 

Answer 13: Egypt. 

Answer 14: Oregon and Arizona.  
Oregon was admitted as the 33rd state on Valentine's Day in 1859. However, it's not the only 
state admitted on this day. Arizona was also named a state on Valentine's Day in 1912 to 
become our 48th state. 

Answer 15:A series of insults. 

Answer 16: Alexander pope. 

Answer 17:Bulgaria. 

Answer 18: St. Valentine's Day Massacre. 

Answer 19: Finland 

Answer 20:Valentine's day 
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Solutions of Online Quiz #74 

Answer 01: Milkha Singh. 

Answer 02: Tee. 

Answer 03: 7 times. He won the Tour de France a record-breaking seven consecutive years, 

from 1999 to 2005. 

Answer 04: Serena Williams. 

Answer 05: Irfan Pathan. 

India left-arm seamer Irfan Pathan (5-61) took a hat-trick in the first over, the first bowler to 

do so in the Test cricket history in first over of the third and final Test against Pakistan. 

 

Answer 06: Manipur.  

Locally the game is of course, known as “Sagol-Kangjei”, sagol for Horse and Kangjei for 

hockey stick. It has a very ancient origin which is traced to a period as early as some 3100 

years Before Christ. According to the Mythology of Manipur the Sylvan gods (the Umang 

Lais) headed by Marjing, Thangjing, Wangbrel, Khoriphaba etc. played the game in the 

beginning and then had been handed down to the people from generation to generation. 

Answer 07: Elf Winfield Racing School. 

Answer 08: Arsenal. 

Answer 09: Marcellus. 

Answer 10: 5 runs. 

Answer 11: Monopoly. 

Answer 12: Dead ball. 

Answer 13: 17. 

Answer 14: Donald Bradman. 

Answer 15: Federation Cup. 

Answer 16: The MacMahons. 

Answer 17: Enter the Dragon. 

Answer 18: Pele. 

Answer 19: Bishop. 

Answer 20: Quidditch. 
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Solutions of Online Quiz #76 

Answer 01: Maud Watson. 

Answer 02: Junko Tabei. 

Answer 03: Steffi Graf. 

Answer 04: Agatha Christie. 

Answer 05: Vijayalakshmi Pandit. 

Answer 06: New Zealand.  

Answer 07: Cleopatra. 

Answer 08: Sarojini Naidu. 

Answer 09: Mata Hari. 

Answer 10: Artemis. 

Answer 11: Queen Victoria 

Answer 12: Calpurnia. 

Answer 13: Delilah. 

Answer 14: Madame Tussaud. 

Answer 15: Helen Keller. 

Answer 16: Helen of Troy  

Answer 17: Amelia Earhart. 

Answer 18: Margaret Fuller. 

Answer 19: 19th November. 

Answer 20: Megan Mullally played Karen Walker in Will and Grace. 
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Solutions of Online Quiz #78 

Answer 01: New York.  

Answer 02: Polaris. 

Answer 03: Mumbai. 

Answer 04: The Virgin Mary. 

Answer 05: Carbon. 

Answer 06: Ichor.  

Answer 07: Pacman. 

Answer 08: Kenya. 

Answer 09: Xena Warrior Princess. 

Answer 10: Sherlock Holmes. 

Answer 11:Romania. 

Answer 12:Secondhand Lions. 

Answer 13: Polly Umrigar. 

Answer 14: Penguin. 

Answer 15: FORTRAN. 

Answer 16: Ashvamedha.  

Answer 17:  Question hour. 

Answer 18: National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 

Answer 19: Skin. 

Answer 20: Pingali Venkaiyya. 
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About TestFunda.com 

 

TestFunda.com is an initiative by Enabilon Learning Private Limited. Enabilon is a sister-
concern of Zeus Learning, an e-learning solutions company. Products designed and created by 
us are currently being used in thousands of US schools and colleges. Clients include some of the 
world’s largest publishers and developers of educational software: Discovery Education, 
Reader’s Digest, Pearson Education, etc. 

TESTfunda.com is managed by four IIT-IIM Alumni. It has an 85+ member team of 
Educationists, Instructional Designers and Systems Architects with vast experience in MBA 
Coaching and Computer-Based Training and Testing. The TestFunda Team has 9 years of 
experience designing and creating international award-winning eLearning courses. 
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